bevy pedestal work tables
Bevy is a dynamic table platform that enables endless configuration. A variety of heights and sizes give people the ability to work in a variety of ways in a space. Bevy tables fill many different scenarios and spaces. From occasional to coffee and café, work and personal task tables, to small and larger conference environments, Bevy can be used anywhere.

Bevy enables personalization within every configuration through Studio TK’s finishes program. Four base finishes, including polished aluminum and three powder-coat colors, achieve true customization and durability in high-use areas like cafés and dining spaces. Several top sizes in five different top surface finishes create an array of choice.

**Designer**
Mario Ruiz

**Collection**
Studio TK

**Year**
2017

**Fabrics & Finishes**

**Base Finishes**
Polished Aluminum and Fundamental and Fashion powdercoat finishes available

**Table Surface Finishes**
Laminate, Veneer, Solid Surface or Back-painted Glass
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